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Directions

Puzzles and Facts
What images are in school emblem?
Can you see the mosaic on the school wall?
What animals can you spot inside it?

Start next to the postbox outside Berkeley
primary school
With the school behind you, walk straight on
down the road, towards the church. Pass an old
building on your left

Who paid for these houses to be built?

Continue down the road, past Yewtree house
on the right

Can you find the tree the house is named
after?

Come out onto Market Place

In front of you is a red brick building what year
was it built?

Keep left and walk down the High Street past
the pharmacy

What did this used to be?
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Continue walking down the road- you will pass
a house with a red door

What did this used to be? Hint- check the
house name!

On the other side of the road you will see the
Berkeley arms

Before the 1850’s the Berkeley Arms was
known as the ‘Queen’s Arms’, however the
former landlord ‘Sam Pearse’ was made
bankrupt in 1843. He had borrowed £2,000
against the pub, much more than it’s value at
the time.

Continue walking down the road row of old
buildings on right

How many different coloured doors can you
count?

Stop and look behind you

Can you see an old sign high up on the
Berkeley arms? What does it say?

Continue on and you will reach a large house
with a red door on your left

Can you see what this used to be?

What was the profession of the person who
used to live here?

Cross the road here to see another sign painted
on a house wall

Continue down Canonbury Street and find a
large house on your left (No. 39)

How many windows can you count? There
used to be two more- can you see where they
were?

Continue walking until there is a large house on
your right with a chapel next door

How much older is the chapel than the house?

Keep heading down the hill

What do you think the middle house used to
be? If you are not sure have a look at its name
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Continue straight on down the hill and turn
right into the castle grounds

Can you see a building on the left? What do
you think this used to be?

If you have time continue up the road and visit
the castle

The Castle has a bloody history as it is
traditionally believed to have been the scene
of the murder of King Edward II in 1327

If you are able to take the shortcut, go back to
the main road and follow the footpath along
the edge of the car park, this will take you
underneath the castle and into the churchyard
(go to number 25)

On your way back up see if you can spot the
pretend window as well as finding out what
year The court was built.

Retrace your steps back to Market Place

Turn left into the High Street

The building on the corner here is very oldcan you work out what year it was built?

On your right you will see a building with a
large door

What did this used to be?

Can you see a green picture half way up the
building?

Can you work out what it is?

Opposite the old White Hart is another building
with lots of bricked up windows

How many can you count?

Turn left at Parents house and follow the road
round to the right in front of you is Dr Jenner’s
house

Who was he?
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Keep walking along the road keeping Dr
Jenner‘s house on your left

Keep going until you reach the church

Can you see the separate tower on the left?
What is this?

If you can go inside the church can you find the
staircase that goes nowhere?

Where do you think this used to lead?

Have a look around the graveyard- there are
lots of interesting memorials

Can you find the jesters tomb? Hint- it is to the
side of the main path opposite the thatched
cottage
What was the jester’s name?

Return back out of the gate and turn
immediately left down the hill

Pass a cottage on your right- who lived here?

Reach the High Street with a tall brick building
in front of you

How many colours can you count in the stain
glass window?

Turn left and walk past Berkeley house

Can you find out who built it? Hint- look at the
plaque on the wall

Continue down the road again and turn right
into Jumpers lane

The bridge in front of you is the highest point
of the river which is tidal- so there will be a
difference in the river levels at different times
of day

What did this used to be?
A) A Hospital
B) A Police Station
C) A Butchers

Pass a large house on your left
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Keep the river on your left-hand side

Ahead you will see a building with separate
large chimney- What do you think this is?

Continue along this road

What animals might you spot alongside the
river?

Head past number 12 on your right

What animal is on their house sign?

Follow the road around to the right and into
Stock Lane. Keep going around the corner

Keeping Stock House on your left walk up the
hill. Reach the Mariners Arms on your left

When was this building first built, and how
many stars are on the crest of this pub?

Turn right down Salter Street back towards
Market Place

What can you see on the sign for Waverly,
number 33?

Keep walking along right hand side of the road.
You can walk across cobbles in front of number
29

This is what many roads would have been like
years ago- bumpy!

Continue straight on

On the left-hand side of the road opposite the
shops is Victoria cottage what year was this
built?

Can you find the holes in the wall by number 11 What do you think used to be there?
and Church house?
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When was this built?

Pass the Union Chapel on your left

Arrive back at Market Place and turn left down
Mary Brook Street

What makes this particular site special? Hintcheck the plaque on the side of the house

Pass Yew tree house again on your left

Well done! You have completed the Berkeley
Primary Go Outside trail! Check our website
for more places to explore

Continue walking up the road and arrive back
at school

Answers:
1) A tree, bell and a gate.
2) Lady Georgina Fitzhardinge- these are Almshouses built by the rich to support the poor.
4) 1908
5) The George pub- you can still see the sign as well as the West Country Ales mosaic on the wall
6) The post office
9) It says Trust houses- it is not clear what these were but they may have either been similar to hotels or almshouses
10) Berkeley Court and police station- these two buildings were often together- much quicker and easier to transport people between them!
11) An engineer and mechanic
13) 56 years- the Chapel was built in 1805 and the house was built in 1861
14) A School
18) 1861 the same year as the school!
19) 1666- The same year as the fire of London!
20) The Old White Hart- it is now a Tea Room if you want to stop for a tea and cake!
23) Edward Jenner was the first doctor to give vaccinations- millions of people are alive today because of him! If you have time visit the house
and garden before returning to the road.
25) The tower was built either in mediaeval times or later. It is unclear as to whether it was rebuilt or the original tower was clad later. It was
never part of the church as the Earl of Berkeley was not keen to have a tall tower overlooking his castle!
26) As this church has never had a tower instead it had a pinnacle which came down. The spiral staircase used to go there but now goes
nowhere!
27) Dickey Pearce
28) James Phipps who was the first person Dr Jenner vaccinated against smallpox
30) Edward Jenner
32) A- A Cottage hospital- cottage just means small, as it would have served the surrounding rural area
33) An old Corn Mill- many mills used to be found in the Stroud Valley
35) An owl
37) 1490 and 3
38) A boat
40) 1897
41) Boot scrapers
42) 1835
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